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Maximum likelihood (ML) is a firmly established estimation technique, and the estimation

maximization (EM) algorithm is a widely used iterative procedure for solving non-linear estimation 

equations. A confluence of these two methodologies is in the estimation of variance components. 

Because numerous descriptions of each method are often found difficult to understand, this paper is 

an attempt at providing a straightforward explanation of using the EM algorithm for estimating 

variance components. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of ML (maximum likelihood) estimation began in a 1947 Ph.D. thesis by 

Crump at Iowa State University (Crump, 1947). That first attempt dealt with just the one-way 

classification, for both balanced and unbalanced (unequal subclass numbers) data, although for the 

latter it did not go much further than developing two non-linear equations in the two variance 

components. Herbach (1959) made the next step, dealing solely with balanced data but giving careful 

consideration to the need for maximum likelihood estimators of variance components to be non

negative (because ML estimation is designed to do its maximizing over the relevant parameter space 

which, for variance components, is non-negative). 

The landmark paper is, without doubt, that of Hartley and J .N .K. Rao (1967). They develop 

general equations for the maximum likelihood estimation of fixed effects and variance components, 

equations that are applicable to any unbalanced data situation with any mixture of fixed and random 

effects. The secret of their success was innovativeness in handling a general mixed model in matrix

vector notation. 

1 Paper invited for the 1993 American Statistical Association meetings, San Francisco. 
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NOTATION FOR A GENERAL MIXED MODEL 

To see what Hartley and Rao (1967) did, let us begin with the familiar model equation for Yijk' 

the k'th observation on treatment i in block j of a randomized complete block experiment: 

Yijk = J1 + ti + bj + (tb)ij + eijk. (1) 

On assembling all the YijFvalues in a column vector y, and likewise putting all the parameters, the Jl, 

the tis, bjs and (tb)ijs in a vector fJ*, and the eijks in a vector e, we have the familiar matrix-vector 

form of the model equation 

y = X*/3* + e, (2) 

for some matrix X* that has zeros and one as elements. Suppose (which is usually not so) that block 

effects are treated as fixed effects. Then from (2), the least squares estimator of X* {J* is X*Gx*' y 

where G is a generalized inverse of x*'x*. 

Now suppose (as is usual) that block effects are random and treatment-by-block interaction 

effects are then random also. What Hartley and Rao (1967) did was to separate out those random 

effects into a vector that we will call u, and so the model equation (2) could then be written as 

y = X{J + Zu + e , (3) 

for appropriate matrices X and Z. And this formulation is suitable for any mixed linear model for all 

kinds of data, balanced or unbalanced, even with covariates as part of X. 

Facilitation of variance components models was then achieved by Hartley and Rao (1967) by 

their observing that Zu could be expressed as 

(4) 

where each ui is a vector of all the effects (qi of them, say), of the i'th random factor occurring in the 

data, there being, in general, r random factors. For example, for r = 2 for (1), u1 could be the bjs, 

and u2 the (tb)i/· More than that, it was also possible to write e of (3) as 

with (5) 

where N is the number of observations. In this way the model equation could be taken as 
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r 
y = X{J + Zu + e with Zu = l:Z.u· 

. I I 
(6) 

1=1 

or, on using (5), it could be taken as 

r 
y = X{J + Zu with Zu = I: Z-u;. 

. I • 
(7) 

1=0 

Then, for the traditional variance components model E(ui) = 0, and we attribute variances and 

covariances in the form 

and Vi:f:i'. (8) 

In this way the dispersion matrix of y, denoted by V, is 

r 
var(y) = V = .2: ZiZia-; . (9) 

1=0 

ML EQUATIONS 

With the structure of (7), (8) and (9), and on assuming normality for all elements of u, i.e., for 

all the random effects, Hartley and Rao developed, in a matrix-vector form, explicit ML equations for 

the fixed effects in fJ and for the variance components a-; for i = 0, 1, · · ·, r. 

There are several forms of these equations; one of the more succinct of these, and easiest to 

comprehend, is the following for the variance components. 

{ tr(\11Z-Z'-\11Z-Z')}. r u2 = { y'PZ-Z'-Py} r 
m I I J J I,J = 0 C z z i = 0 

(10) 

where 

r v = 2: z .z'.o-2 
. z z z (11) 
z=O 

and 

(12) 

The form of these r + 1 equations is that on the left-hand side of (10) the vector of vanance 

components is pre-multiplied by a matrix whose elements are traces of matrix products; and the 

right-hand side is a vector of quadratic forms in the observation vector y. 

It is clear that equations (10) are non-linear in the elements a-; of u2; they occur in V and, 

through (12), in P with V and P themselves occurring in (10). Moreover, solutions of these equations 

are not, as they stand, necessarily the ML estimators of the a-2s. The ML estimators are solutions 
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that are non-negative; indeed, we must have o-6 > 0 and o-;;::: 0 for i = 1, · · ·, r, for the ML estimators 

u2 and V = t ZiZia;. Then the ML estimator of X{J is 
t=O 

(13) 

Equations (12) and (13) are highly intractable analytically, as are other forms of the ML 

equations also and, except in a few cases of balanced data [but not all, e.g., the 2-way crossed 

classification, with interaction, random model- see Miller (1973)], they do not yield closed form 

solutions. Hence they have to be solved numerically - usually by iteration and, for deriving ML 

estimations the non-negativity requirement must also be taken into account. There are, of course, 

many ways of doing the iteration; e.g., gradient methods, Fisher scoring, Newton-Rhapson and so on, 

and nowadays the popular EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm. Because there are numerous 

ways of using this algorithm, and because descriptions of them are often difficult to understand, the 

purpose of this paper is to make an attempt at providing a succinct, straightforward description of 

applying the EM algorithm to estimation of variance components. 

USING THE EM ALGORITHM 

A starting point for using the EM algorithm [developed quite generally by Dempster, Laird and 

Rubin (1977)] is to distinguish between what are called complete data and what are called incomplete 

data. In many situations there can be more than one way of making this distinction, but for mixed 

models the distinction which provides a straightforward application of the algorithm is as follows. 

The actual data, the vector y, is called the incomplete data. This is so because although y is known, 

the random effects in u1, u2, • • ·, ur are not known. If they were, we would know how to estimate fJ 

and the variance components. Therefore y and u1, u2, • • ·, ur are called the complete data. 

Suppose we could have the complete data. Then, on assuming normality, maximum likelihood 

estimation of fJ and the u;s leads to the equations (see, for example, Searle, Casella and McCulloch, 

1992, Section 8.3b) 

and (14) 

But, in fact, we cannot use (14) because we do not know the uis. So in their place we use some 

expected values: for a-;, the expected value of uiui, in place of uiui; and for X{J, the expected value of 
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ui, in place of ui. And, the expectation we use is the conditional expectation, conditional on the data 

being the vector y that has been observed. So in (14), for a-;, we use E(u£uil y) in place of u£ui, and 

for XP we use E( ui I y) in place of ui. Expressions for these expected values are easily derived, 

because of the assumed normality. 

Thus because 

y 

ul 

rx: l v { u~z-} r 

,...,Jf 
r z z i=l 

u2 
{ u2z'} r { } r o-~1 

c z z i=l d z qi i=l 

(15) 

ur 

it is not difficult to show that 

(16) 

From this comes 

(17a) 

for use in a-; of (14); and for xp we use 

(17b) 

Since (17a) and (17b) both involve f3 and the u2s, which we want to estimate using (14), we cannot 

just substitute (17) into (14) and be done. We have to use (17) and (14) alternately, in an iterative 

procedure: begin with some a priori starting values, {J(O) and o-2(0), say; use them in (17) to get 

computed values for E(uiuil y) and E(uil y); these computed values are then used in (14) in place of, 

respectively, uiui and ui. This gives computed values for a-; and XP which are then used in 

(17)- and so the iterative process continues, (17), (14), (17), ·· ·. Thus it is that the process is called 

the EM algorithm: (17) is the E-step, expectation and (14) is the M-step, maximization. 
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TWO VERSIONS OF THE EM ALGORITHM 

The algorithm just described can be stated more explicitly as follows. 

Version 1 

Step 0 Choose starting values {10 and u~; set m = 0. 

Step 1 (E-step) Calculate two terms that will be denoted ti, m and sm. First, from (17a) 

t- =E(u'-u·IY)i 
z, m z z fJ=flm and u2=u~ 

(18) 

Second, based on (17b), 

sm = E[(y-i~l Ziui)!YJI • 
fJ=flm and u2=u~ 

which easily reduces to 

(19) 

Step 2 (M-step) 

(20) 

and 

(21) 

Step 3 If convergence is reached, set u2 = u~+l and X{J = X{Jm+l; otherwise increase m by unity 

and return to St.ep 1. 

Version 2 

In Version 1, equation (21) gives 

Xflm = X(X'xrx'sm-l. (22) 

This is not the same as 

(23) 

which would be calculated from the ML equation (8). However, if we used (23) in place of (22) and 
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then substituted it into (18) where it occurs only in the form ~(y- Xflm) we would have 

~(y-Xflm) ={ ~-~x[x'~xfx'~}y= PmY, 

where P m is P of (12) with V min place of V. Then (18) would be 

ti,m = a1,my'PmZiZiPmy + tr[almiqi- a1,mZi~zi] 

and this second version of iterating would be as follows. 

Step 0 Choose a starting value u~; set m = 0. 

Step 1 (E-step): Calculate (24). 

Step 2 (M-step): Calculate ulm+l = ti,ml qi. 

(24) 

Step 3 If convergence is reached, set u2 = G-~+ 1 and calculate X{J = X(X'v-1x)-x'v-1y; 

otherwise increase m by unity and return to Step 1. 

Since the pure EM algorithm of Version 1 uses Xflm of (22), which is not the same as Xflm * of 
I 

(23), the use of the latter in (18) as shown in (24) is, to quote Searle, Casella and McCulloch (1992, p. 

301), "strictly speaking, not EM. The differences are slight and probably do not affect convergence 

properties." The suggestion for using P mY was made by Laird (1983). 

REML 

The estimation idea u~ = uiu/qi was first published in Patterson and Thompson (1971) and it 

also appeared in Henderson (1973). In the Patterson and Thompson paper the innovation was to 

estimate the variance components of a mixed model in a manner that effectively removes the fixed 

effects from the model, particularly in the context of recovery of inter-block information in 

experiments that use blocking designs. This has come to be known as REML, restricted maximum 

likelihood, although in Europe it is more often called marginal maximum likelihood. Two 

descriptions of it alternative to that of removing fixed effects are that it is an estimation method (i) 

that maximizes that part of the likelihood which is location invariant (Thompson, 1962), i.e., 

invariant to the fixed effects, and (ii) that maximizes the likelihood function of the maximum number 

of linearly independent error contrasts (Harville, 1977), i.e., of linear combinations k'y of the data 

such that k'X = 0. Then k'y contains no fl. We represent a totality of such linearly independent 

combinations by K'y where K'X (X having rank rx) = 0 and K' has maximal row rank, N- rx for X 

having rank rx. 
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Considerable algebra has flowed from all these descriptions but one of the easiest ways of 

deriving the REML procedure is simply to adapt the ML results for 

Y""' N(Xp, V) to K'y,...., N (0, K'VK) . 

This entails making the following replacements in the ML results for y: replace 

y by K'y N by N- rx 

X by K'X = 0 V by K'VK 

The replacement of N by N- rx IS because N- rx IS the number of elements Ill K'y. These 

replacements, together with the important equality 

(as detailed in Searle et al., lac. cit., p. 451), alter the ML equations (10) to be 

{ } r { } r v 1 v I v2 1 v 1 v 

tr(PZ ·Z .pz .z-) . . u = y PZ .z -Py . 
m ~ ~ ~ ~ z,J = 0 c z z i = 0 

(25) 

The only difference between these and the ML equations of (10) is that on the left-hand side of (25) 

there is P where in (10) there is v-1. 

The effect of this on the EM algorithm is that it is exactly the same as Version 2 of EM for ML 

except that in (24) the v-1 in the trace term becomes P. Hence the algorithm is as follows. 

EM algorithm for REML 

Step 0 Choose a starting value u5; set m = 0. 

Step 1 Calculate 

t; = o-1 y'P m Z.;Z'.p mY+ tr[u7 Iq.- u1 z'.p mz•J. 
"' m "' m " z "' m z "' m z • 

Step 2 Calculate 177 = t; jq;. ,,m .,m " 

Step 3 At convergence, set u2 = a-;,+1, otherwise increase m by unity and return to Step 1. 

It is to be noted that REML provides no estimator for the fixed effects. Nevertheless, the 

practical procedure is to use 

similar to the ML estimator of xp in (13). Kackar and Harville (1981, 1984) describe the 

unbiasedness and variance properties of this. 
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